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ABSTRACT

Displacive radiation-induced effects that accumulate during geological time in the uranium- and thorium-bearing orthosilicate minerals zircon, hafnon, thorite, and huttonite were investigated by ion-bombardment techniques and compared with radiation-damaged natural specimens. The atomic-scale changes in microstructure that occur with increasing dose of radiation are similar in both cases, but a polycrystalline microstructure occurs in the natural minerals that has only been found in synthetic specimens irradiated at elevated temperature. For ion-beam-irradiated synthetic crystals and natural crystalline thorite from the Kipawa complex, western Quebec, the dose required for amorphization increases with increasing temperature. At temperatures above 600°C, the amorphization dose increases in the order: Kipawa thorite, synthetic thorite, hafnon, zircon and huttonite. The synthetic polymorphs of $\text{ThSiO}_4$ require a similar dose for amorphization at temperatures below 500°C; thus huttonite is not intrinsically more radiation-damage-resistant than thorite. Rather, huttonite recrystallizes more rapidly at elevated temperatures. The temperature above which amorphization cannot be induced by $\alpha$-decay processes was calculated by further developing and applying a recently derived model that can also predict the transformation from the crystalline to metamict state in zircon as a function of age and temperature. The model was refined and expanded to include thorite and huttonite.
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Sommaire

Les déplacements d'atomes dus à la radiation accumulée au cours des temps dans les orthosilicates zircon, hafnon, thorite et huttonite porteurs d'uranium et de thorium ont été étudiés par bombardement ionique. Les résultats sont comparés avec des échantillons naturels endommagés par la radiation. Les changements microstructuraux à l'échelle atomique qui résultent d'une augmentation de la dose de radiation sont semblables dans les deux cas, mais une microstructure polycristalline dans les minéraux naturels se voit dans les échantillons synthétiques seulement s'ils ont été irradiés à température élevée. Dans le cas d'échantillons synthétiques et d'un échantillon de thorite du complexe de Kipawa, dans l'ouest du Québec, bombardés à un faisceau ionique, la dose requise pour l'amorphisation augmente avec la température. Au dessus de 600°C, la dose requise pour l'amorphisation augmente dans l'ordre: thorite de Kipawa, thorite synthétique, hafnon, zircon et huttonite. Les polymorphes synthétiques de $\text{ThSiO}_4$ requièrent une dose semblable pour assurer l'amorphisation en dessous de 500°C; il ne semblerait donc pas que la huttonite possède une résistance intrinsèque plus grande à la radiation que la thorite. En revanche, la huttonite peut recrystalliser plus rapidement à température élevée. La température au delà de laquelle une amorphisation n'est plus possible par processus de bombardement de particules a été calculée en affinant un modèle récemment développé; celui-ci permet aussi de prédire la transformation de l'état cristallin à l'état métamicte dans le zircon en fonction de l'âge et de la température. Le modèle a été affiné et augmenté pour inclure la thorite et la huttonite.

Mots-clés: zircon, hafnon, thorite, huttonite, état métamicte, amorphisation, irradiation.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of radiation-damaged minerals goes back over a century to Jacob Berzelius's systematic investigations of the "pyrogenomic" properties of metamict gadolinite (Berzelius 1815). In the late 19th century, W.C. Brøgger coined the term "metamikt" to describe originally crystalline materials which had, over the course of time, assumed the properties of an amorphous substance (Brøgger 1890). Although the critical role of radiation was not noted by Brøgger (radioactivity was not discovered until 1896), the metamict state is now considered to be a radiation-induced transformation from the periodic to the aperiodic state (Ewing 1993). Thus ion-beam irradiation techniques can be used to simulate and study the process of metamictization under well-controlled conditions of irradiation. Because of its widespread use for U-Pb geochronology (e.g., Krogh & Davis 1975, Krogh 1982, Heaman & Parrish 1991), zircon (ZrSiO₄) is a mineral for which ion-beam irradiations have been used to simulate α-decay damage (Wang & Ewing 1992a, b). Zircon becomes metamict after receiving a cumulative dose of approximately 10¹⁶ α-decays/mg (Holland & Gottfried 1955, Murakami et al. 1991, Weber et al. 1994). Each α-decay produces a high-energy (4–6 MeV) α-particle and a low energy (~100 keV) recoil nucleus. Most of the actual damage, in terms of the total number of atomic displacements, is caused by the more massive recoil nucleus. The number of displaced atoms produced by each α-decay event depends linearly on the atomic displacement energies ($E_d$), defined as the energy necessary to permanently displace an atom from its lattice site (see Table 1 for a list of symbols used in the present work). For zircon, the $E_d$ values have been recently estimated to be 73 eV for Zr, 47 eV for Si, and 23 eV for O (Weber et al. 1998). Using these new values, a 5 MeV α-decay in zircon produces approximately 800 atomic displacements.

The microstructural effects of radiation damage can be measured using a variety of techniques. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a particularly useful tool for radiation-damage studies because the microstructure can be directly observed on the atomic scale, the local chemical composition can be obtained by energy-dispersion X-ray spectrometry (EDS) techniques, and the relative amount of amorphous material can be estimated by electron diffraction. An electron microscope may also be interfaced to an ion accelerator so that materials may be irradiated over a range of temperature in situ in the TEM. Investigations of this kind have been reported for the cases of zircon (Wang & Ewing 1992a, b, Weber et al. 1994), apatite (Wang et al. 1994), monazite (Meldrum et al. 1997a), pyrochlore (Wang et al. 1999), and a group of SiO₂–Al₂O₃–MgO minerals (Wang 1997). This technique allows the researcher to directly observe the transformation from the crystalline to the amorphous state as a function of increasing ion dose at temperatures ranging from −250 to 850°C. Experimentally controllable variables include the type of ion (zircon has been irradiated with ions ranging in mass from He to Bi: Weber et al. 1999), ion energy, flux (i.e., dose rate), and temperature. Synthetic crystals may be used in cases where natural specimens are not available (e.g., hafnon and huttonite in the present study) and in order to eliminate the effect of impurities as a source of experimental error. The damage accumulation for ion-beam-irradiated synthetic single-crystal specimens and for naturally α-decay-damaged specimens can be directly compared in the TEM.

In a previous study, the microstructural evolution with increasing dose of radiation was found to be the same for single-crystal zircon irradiated by 1500 keV Kr⁺ ions and for 550 Ma, α-decay-damaged zircon from Sri Lanka (Weber et al. 1994). Despite the large difference in dose rate (approximately 14 orders of magnitude) and the possibility of long-term annealing processes that may occur over geological time, the total dose for amorphization measured in units of displacements per atom (dpa) was determined to be approximately the same for the two cases (Weber 1990, Weber et al. 1994). In contrast, direct evidence was obtained for long-term annealing of radiation damage in natural zirconolite and zircon (Lumpkin & Ewing 1988, Lumpkin et al. 1994, 1998). The 550 Ma Sri Lanka zircon should, therefore, require a higher dose to become metamict owing to long-term annealing processes.

In the present study, we compare the microstructural evolution of synthetic zircon irradiated with 800 keV Kr⁺ ions to previous data for natural specimens of zircon from Sri Lanka (Weber et al. 1994). Two additional specimens of intermediate-to-high α-decay dose from Sri Lanka also were examined. A similar comparison is made for the case of ion-irradiated synthetic thorite (tetragonal ThSiO₄) and natural thorite from the Kipawa complex, Villedieu Township, Quebec and from Brevig, Norway. The dose for amorphization is determined as a function of temperature for the ion-irradiated specimens, and the validity of comparing ion-irradiated synthetic specimens with α-decay-damaged minerals is evaluated. A recent model used to predict the crystalline-to-metamict transformation in natural zircon (Meldrum et al. 1998a) is further developed to include thorite and huttonite, and to delineate a range of radiation damage from barely detectable to complete amorphization, as measured by electron diffraction.

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

Zircon is made up of ZrO₂ polyhedra and SiO₄ tetrahedra (space group I₄₁/amd, Z = 4; Fig. 1). These basic units alternate to form edge-sharing ZrO₄–SiO₄ chains parallel to the c axis (Hazen & Finger 1979). In metamict zircon, however, the Zr is only 7-fold coordinated, and the average Zr–Zr and Zr–O interatomic distances are lower (Farges & Calas 1991, Farges 1994).
zircon structure

monazite structure

**Fig. 1.** Ball-and-stick crystal-structure diagrams of thorite and huttonite, modified from Taylor & Ewing (1978). Zircon and hafnon are isostructural with thorite. The two structures are closely related. In the higher-symmetry structure of thorite, the Th is coordinated to eight atoms of oxygen, but in the huttonite structure, the Th is 9-coordinated. In both structures, the thorium polyhedra share edges with SiO₄ tetrahedra to form chains parallel to the c axis.

Thorite in its crystalline form is isostructural with zircon, but metamict zircon and thorite do not share the same bonding geometry. The thorium sites in metamict thorite retain their original 8-fold geometry (Farges & Calas 1991). Hafnon also is isostructural with zircon, but there are no previous studies of the structure of amorphous or metamict hafnon.

Thorite is commonly metamict and hydrated [e.g., as thorogummite Th(SiO₂)₁₋₅(OH)₄₋₆; Frondel (1953)], and hydration may enhance the process of metamictization (Taylor & Ewing 1978). Thorite is less ubiquitous than zircon in crustal rocks, and its rare occurrence in sedimentary sequences suggests that it is less resistant than zircon to mechanical and chemical degradation during erosion and transport. The zircon–thorite phase diagram is not completely known, but a relatively wide miscibility gap has been proposed (Mumpton & Roy 1961, Speer 1982a) on the basis of the apparent absence of intermediate compositions in nature. In contrast, several lines of evidence suggest a complete solid-solution between the isostructural end-members zircon and hafnon (Speer 1982a).

Huttonite is the monoclinic polymorph of ThSiO₄ and has the monazite structure (space group P2₁/n; Z = 4; Taylor & Ewing 1978, Fig. 1). The thorium is coordinated to nine atoms of oxygen, and the SiO₄ tetrahedra are slightly distorted. These transformations lead to a more compact structure, and the density of huttonite is correspondingly higher (7.3 versus 6.7 g/cm³ for pure huttonite and thorite, respectively). Reports of the natural occurrence of huttonite in the literature are relatively rare; however, where documented, huttonite appears to be invariably crystalline (Speer 1982b). This observation has previously led to the conclusion that huttonite is more "resistant" to radiation damage than thorite (Pabst 1952, Taylor & Ewing 1978). The thorite–huttonite phase diagram is unusual in that huttonite is the stable phase at both high temperature and high pressure (Dachille & Roy 1964).

**Experimental**

Zircon specimens from the well-studied Sri Lanka zircon gravels (e.g., Holland & Gottfried 1955, Vance & Anderson 1972, Murakami et al. 1991, Woodhead et al. 1991, Weber et al. 1994) were provided by Prof. G.R. Rossman (sample numbers GRR 1468 and GRR 340). The crystals of natural thorite used in this investigation were obtained from two localities: 1) the Kipawa alkaline syenite pegmatites from Villedieu Township, Quebec (Currie & van Breemen 1994), and 2) nepheline syenites from Brevig, Norway. The crystals of Kipawa thorite are brick red, euhedral dipyramids approximately 2 cm across that contain visible inclusions of quartz. The Brevig thorite consists of dark brown fragments, the crystallographic orientation of which is difficult to ascertain. These latter specimens were first described by Pabst (1952) and found to be metamict.

The synthetic crystals of all four orthosilicate materials (zircon, hafnon, thorite, and huttonite) were grown by a high-temperature solution process employing a lithium molybdate flux. The resulting crystals are 2 to 10 mm in diameter, transparent and colorless. Several of the crystals were analyzed by X-ray diffraction to establish the appropriate structure-type, and their chemical composition was determined by energy-dispersion X-ray spectrometry (EDS) analysis in the TEM. For quantitative EDS measurements, the background was subtracted using the standard "window" method, and k-factors were predetermined from mineral standards.

Both the synthetic specimens and the natural Kipawa thorite were prepared for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) by hand polishing to a thickness of ~10 µm and then ion milling to perforation using 4 keV Ar⁺ ions. The Brevig thorite consists of small, poorly formed grains that could not be mounted on a copper grid, so the specimens were prepared by crushing the grains in an agate mortar and transferring the resulting powder to a "holey" carbon-coated TEM grid.

The single-crystal TEM specimens were irradiated at the HVEM–Tandem facility at Argonne National Laboratory. This facility consists of a high-voltage Kratos/AEI transmission electron microscope interfaced to a Tandem ion accelerator, allowing for ion irradiations to be conducted in situ in the TEM. Irradia-
tions were performed with 800 keV Kr⁺ ions. This relatively high energy was chosen so that most of the ions pass through the electron-transparent part of the specimen, thereby reducing the effects of implanted impurities. The flux was 1.7 × 10^{12} ions/cm²/s. Selected-area electron diffraction and bright-field imaging techniques were used to monitor the transformation to the amorphous state. Thickness measurements were used to ensure that all diffraction measurements were taken from areas of the fringe with a constant thickness of ~100 nm. The samples are considered to be amorphous where the electron-diffraction pattern consists of only a diffuse diffraction halo. Care was taken to ensure that the electron beam did not remain on any given area of the specimen so as to avoid potential effects from prolonged electron irradiation. The experimental error was calculated by repeating the experiments three times at room temperature. The maximum difference between the highest and lowest measured fluence for amorphization, in units of ions/cm², was ~20%. The fluence for amorphization was monitored at temperatures ranging from ~250 to 850°C. These temperatures were achieved using either a heating stage or a liquid-helium-cooled cooling stage. The accuracy of the thermostat readings was previously estimated by monitoring the structural phase-transitions that occur in SrTiO₃ (~165°C), BaTiO₃ (~120°C) and KNO₃ (~417°C). In all cases, the phase transitions were found to occur at temperatures within ~15°C of the thermostat reading.

The electron-diffraction criterion used in the present study to judge amorphous specimens has important limitations. For example, Miller & Ewing (1992) used image-simulation techniques to estimate the detection limits of electron diffraction for crystalline material embedded in an amorphous matrix, and vice versa. They found that up to 15% of crystalline material would not be detectable for a specimen thickness of 10 nm, although for thicker specimens the detection limit is lower. Salje et al. (1999) used diffuse X-ray scattering to determine that residual crystallinity may exist in samples previously thought to be metamict (Murakami et al. 1991). Hence, the electron-diffraction criterion is not meant to represent "complete" amorphization, but is used as a comparative tool to judge an essentially equivalent amorphous content (estimated at 95% for the present experiments). Furthermore, residual electron-diffraction maxima from crystalline material that may not be observable by eye may be visible in photographic negatives. In the present work, the amorphization dose was obtained by visual inspection of the electron-diffraction patterns on the TEM screen, and not by taking a series of negatives for each data point.

The amorphization fluence for 800 keV Kr⁺ ions was converted to an equivalent displacement dose, Dₑ, in units of displacements per atom (dpa), using the Monte Carlo computer code Transport and Range of Ions in Matter (TRIM-96: Ziegler 1996). This allows for a direct comparison of damage in terms of the number of atomic displacements per atom (dpa) received by the material. A value of 0.5 dpa means that, on average, half of the atoms in the specimen have been displaced a single time. The fluence-to-dose conversion requires some knowledge of the energies associated with atomic displacements of the constituent atoms in the irradiated compounds. These values are unavailable for thorite, huttonite, and hafnon, so we used the values for zircon for all of the materials investigated (79, 23, and 47 eV for Zr, Si, and O, respectively).

Results

The sequence of microstructures that develop with increasing dose of radiation in the specimens of Sri Lanka zircon (Weber et al. 1994), with some exceptions, resembles that obtained in the present ion-beam experiments. The effect of irradiation, as a function of increasing accumulation of damage, is demonstrated by the electron-diffraction patterns in Figure 2A–D, which show a gradual decrease in intensity of the original diffraction-maxima with a concomitant increase in the intensity of the diffuse halo. In the present experiments, two additional samples of zircon from Sri Lanka of intermediate-to-high α-decay dose also were examined. Specimen GR 1468 was found to be fully metamict. The specimen contains a total of ~0.75 wt.% (U, Th)O₂ as determined by EDS measurements, consistent with a previous chemical analysis of the same specimen (7600 ppm U; Woodhead et al. 1991). In contrast, specimen GR 340 is composed of fine-grained, randomly oriented zircon "nanocrystals" (Fig. 3). The average grainsize is 10 nm, and the corresponding electron-diffraction pattern is consistent with the zircon structure. The maximum concentration of uranium estimated by EDS is ~0.63 wt.% UO₂, close to the detection limit for the EDS system.

Grains that macroscopically appear to be single crystals but are actually composed of randomly oriented "nanocrystals" have been reported in the literature (e.g., Lumpkin & Chakoumakos 1988, Meldrum et al. 1998a). Holland & Gottfried (1955) interpreted their X-ray-diffraction results for the Sri Lanka zircon as indicating a polycrystalline stage at intermediate dose of radiation, but this was not observed by Murakami et al. (1991). A similar microstructure has been observed to develop during ion-beam irradiation of monazite at temperatures well above the critical amorphization temperature Tₑ (the temperature above which amorphization cannot be induced by the ion irradiations). A comparable effect (termed "polygonization") was documented to occur as a result of heavy-ion irradiation of a Pb-La-Zr-Ti (PLZT) oxide at a temperature of 450°C (Wang et al. 1993). This microstructure may, therefore, develop in
minerals as a result of α-recoil events during periods of elevated temperature.

TEM analysis of the Kipawa thorite showed minor inclusions of quartz and iron oxide. The quartz was readily distinguishable in bright-field images by its irregular morphology. Some of the included quartz is metamict, as determined by electron diffraction. The chief impurities in the thorite, in order of decreasing abundance, are iron, calcium, uranium, and manganese. The Kipawa thorite contains domains ranging from fully metamict to nearly completely crystalline, and in several specimens, a fine-grained (nanometer-scale) randomly oriented polycrystalline microstructure was observed. The individual grains are roughly spherical and vary from 10 to 50 nm in diameter.

Most of the Brevig thorite was found to be metamict, as judged by electron diffraction, but isolated grains retain some measurable crystalline component. A sequence of electron-diffraction patterns is shown in Figure 2E–H. These diffraction patterns for the crystalline material are, however, indexable as huttonite, and not as thorite. At least some of the Brevig “thorite” is, therefore, actually huttonite. In areas of moderate damage, the diffraction spots are streaks, and there is a faint diffuse halo, suggesting that the material may consist of both amorphous and textured crystalline material. The
diffraction streaks extend over approximately 20°, so the degree of grain orientation is lower than that for ion-beam-irradiated synthetic thorite and huttonite, which give relatively well-defined diffraction-maxima instead of streaks (Figs. 2H-L).

Previous spectrographic analysis of the Brevig thorite gave what were described as “large amounts” of Th and Si, “very small” amounts of Ca, Fe, and Mn, and “trace” concentrations of Li, Na, Mg, Al, B, Pb, and Ti (Pabst 1952). Li, B, and Na were not detected by EDS, as expected, but X-ray peaks from U were observed. Chemical variations between crystalline and metamict grains in the Brevig material are probably insufficient to account for the large differences in the degree of radiation damage, i.e., from mostly crystalline to completely metamict. Grains of huttonite are known to recrystallize from metamict thorite upon heating above ~800°C (Pabst 1952, Robinson & Abbey 1957). The original thorite may, therefore, have contained grains of huttonite that did not become metamict or, alternatively, the huttonite may have formed by subsequent recrystallization.

**Analysis of ion-beam-irradiated materials**

The dose required for amorphization ($D_c$) is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 4 for all the compounds investigated. The values obtained for $D_c$ are a
result of the competition between accumulation of radiation damage and simultaneous processes of thermal and irradiation-enhanced annealing. Hence, $D_c$ is expected to be higher (i.e., more annealing occurs) at higher temperatures of irradiation. For synthetic zircon and hafnon, the amorphization dose increases with temperature in two relatively well-defined "steps" (Fig. 4). These step-like increases are a result of annealing processes that are simultaneous with the ion irradiation. The first stage of annealing (Stage I) occurs over the temperature range of 10 to 80°C for zircon and hafnon. Stage II occurs at temperatures above 600°C. The data for huttonite suggest a similar Stage-I "step" between 25 and 200°C. In the cases of both the synthetic thorite and the natural Kipawa thorite, Stage-I annealing, if present, is more difficult to resolve. The natural thorite requires a lower dose for amorphization at all temperatures than did the synthetic material.

The lines plotted in Figure 4 are calculated from a recently developed amorphization-recrystallization model (Meldrum et al. 1999). According to this model, the irradiation time ($t$) to produce a given amorphous fraction ($f_a$) is related to the specimen temperature ($T$) through activation energies for Stage I ($E_{a1}$) and Stage II ($E_{a2}$) annealing:

$$f_a = \frac{P}{P + \lambda_1^{-1}} \left[1 - e^{-\left(\frac{E_{a1} + \lambda_1}{kT}\right)}\right]$$

(1)

where $P$ is the rate of disordering (in units of dpa/s), $t$ is the duration of the irradiation time (in seconds), $\lambda_1$ is the experimentally determined ratio of displacement damage that recovers by the Stage-I annealing process [$\epsilon = (D_{a1}(T)-D_{a1}(0))/D_{a1}(0)$], $\lambda_1' = Aexp(-E_{a1}/kT)/(1-\epsilon)$, $\lambda_2 = Aexp(-E_{a2}/kT)$, $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $A$ is the lattice-vibration frequency ($\sim10^{13}$ Hz), and $D_0$ is the amorphization dose extrapolated to $-273°C$ (Table 1).

For the purpose of these calculations, the amorphous fraction required to produce a diffuse halo in the electron-diffraction pattern is assumed to be 95%, an estimate based on the image-simulation results of Miller & Ewing (1992).

In Equation 1, the activation energy $E_{a1}$ determines the temperature range for the "step" increase at intermediate temperatures, $\epsilon$ gives the "height" of the step, and $E_{a2}$ determines the temperature dependence of the amorphization dose at high temperature. These parameters are all "fit" to the data to minimize the difference between the experimental data-points and the calculated values. The fit was determined by the standard linear least-squares method. In cases where there is a large gap in the data in the temperature range for Stage-I annealing (e.g., synthetic thorite), then the true activation energy could be anywhere between the bracketing data-points. For all compounds, the best fit is obtained by assuming two-stage behavior. In general, the best fit to the data obtained with Equation 1 is less satisfactory than that obtained by using semi-empirical models relating the amorphization dose to temperature (e.g., Weber et al. 1994); however, the previous models generate unrealistic activation energies for proposed physical processes (e.g., values as low as 0.005 eV have been obtained; Devanathan et al. 1998) and contain other factors of undefined physical meaning (theoretical arguments to this effect have been published elsewhere: Meldrum et al. 1999).

The activation energies for Stage-I annealing in the orthosilicates were estimated to be 1.0 eV. Since the errors in these values are nearly entirely dependent on the number of data points in the Stage-I temperature range, a range of possible activation energies is given in Table 2. The activation energy increases from 3.1 to 3.7 eV for the Stage-II annealing process (Table 2). These values were obtained by constraining the curves to pass...
through the highest temperature data-point for each phase. These activation energies for Stage-I and Stage-II annealing can be compared to the known activation energies for various processes of defect migration. Stage-I values are quite close to energies of interstitial migration for insulating ceramics such as MgO and Al₂O₃ (Zinkle & Kinoshita 1997). The activation energy obtained for Stage-II annealing in zircon (3.3 eV) is slightly lower than the value of 3.6 eV recently obtained for annealing of fission tracks parallel to the c axis in zircon (Virk 1995). The process responsible for Stage-II annealing may, therefore, be irradiation-enhanced epitactic recrystallization of bulk amorphous zones.

An expression for $T_c$, the critical temperature above which amorphization will not occur, was previously obtained (Meldrum et al. 1999):

$$T_c = \frac{E_a}{k \cdot \ln \left[ \frac{A \cdot f_a}{P(1-\varepsilon) \cdot (1-f_a)} \right]}$$

Here, $T_c$ is the temperature above which the annealing processes are faster than those of damage accumulation. The critical temperatures calculated using Equation 2 for the orthosilicates are given in Table 3. The values obtained for $T_c$ are linearly related to $E_{\text{diff}}$ and are, therefore, most accurate for cases where data-points for high-dose samples exist. The amorphization dose for the orthosilicates is relatively low even at the highest obtainable temperatures, so the calculated values of $T_c$ are probably slightly low.

A further effect occurs during irradiation at elevated temperatures. Above 600°C, zircon first becomes amorphous, but with increasing dose, it gradually decomposes into nanocrystalline cubic or tetragonal ZrO₂ and amorphous SiO₂ (the distinction between the cubic and tetragonal phases of ZrO₂ could not be conclusively determined by electron diffraction). At temperatures above 750°C, the single-crystal zircon decomposed directly into the component oxides without an intermediate amorphous phase. The resulting microstructure consisted of randomly oriented nanometer-scale grains of ZrO₂ in a matrix of amorphous SiO₂ (Fig. 5). The

![Fig. 5. High-resolution TEM micrograph showing randomly oriented nanocrystalline grains of cubic or tetragonal ZrO₂ embedded in amorphous silica. The specimen was irradiated at 800°C to a dose of 3 dpa. The orientation of the lattice fringes is highlighted by the dark lines.](image)
temperatures required to form the component oxides during irradiation were higher by approximately 50 and 150°C in hafnon and thorite, respectively. In the case of huttonite, epitactic recrystallization at elevated temperatures restricted the formation of the component oxides. The cubic and tetragonal phases of the metal oxide are metastable at room temperature and could, over time, revert to the stable monoclinic form (i.e., as baddel-eyite). This process could, in part, account for the reported occurrence of particles of monoclinic ZrO₂ in metamict zircon (e.g., Vance & Anderson 1972, Vance 1974). The physical process responsible for the phase decomposition was investigated in detail and reported elsewhere (Meldrum et al. 1998b).

At temperatures above 700°C, huttonite recrystallizes epitactically from the thick portions of the TEM foil not penetrated by the ion beam. In comparison, zircon, hafnon, and thorite did not recrystallize at the maximum obtainable temperatures in the TEM (850°C). Huttonite and thorite require a similar ion-dose to become amorphous over a wide range of temperatures (Fig. 4). Thus, huttonite is not “more resistant” to radiation damage, but is more easily recrystallized by purely thermal processes.

**Discussion**

Several important similarities and differences exist among ion-irradiated specimens and minerals that undergo radiation damage from α-decay processes. In most cases, the sequence of microstructures that occur with increasing dose of radiation are similar. The materials pass through four arbitrarily defined stages (Murakami et al. 1991): Stage 1: Dose = 0: completely crystalline. Stage 2: Dose ≈ 0.3D_c: isolated amorphous domains enclosed by undamaged, crystalline material. Stage 3: Dose ≈ 0.7D_c: isolated crystalline “islands” embedded in an amorphous matrix. Crystallites may be rotated by ±5° from the original orientation owing to strain effects (Weber et al. 1994). Stage 4: Dose = D_c; the material is amorphous, as measured by electron diffraction and phase-contrast imaging techniques.

In the natural specimens, however, a fine-grained polycrystalline texture may be observed in some specimens of intermediate α-decay dose that has not been reproduced in ion-irradiation experiments except at temperatures well above T_c. The formation of this microstructure could, therefore, occur as a result of α-decay processes that occurred during periods of elevated temperature. Alternatively, alteration of the metamict phase may occur at elevated pressure and temperature in the presence of fluids. A more detailed analysis is planned for future work.

In the high-dose-rate regime of the ion-beam-irradiated materials (P = 0.002 dpa/s), the calculated T_c for zircon is approximately 700°C. The dose rate in natural zircon is lower by approximately 14 orders of magnitude, as compared with the ion-beam experiments. Zircon (or other minerals) may gradually recover by thermal processes that occur over millions of years. Thus the effective critical temperature is expected to be lower in natural samples. In the case of zircon, inserting a damage rate of 5.2 × 10⁻¹⁸ dpa/s into Equation 2 (equivalent to a zircon crystal with 1000 ppm U) gives a T_c of ~250°C (Fig. 6). At temperatures above 250°C, annealing of α-recoil tracks is faster than the accumulation of damage.

The dose rate for natural specimens, however, is not actually constant; it decreases slowly with time as the radioactive isotopes decay. Nonetheless, this point has only a minor effect on the calculated value of T_c. For example, a zircon grain with initially 1000 ppm equivalent uranium (eU) will have an initial dose-rate of 5.2 × 10⁻¹⁸ dpa/s. After 500 Ma, the uranium concentration will be 925 ppm, and the dose rate will have decreased.
to $4.8 \times 10^{-18}$ dpa/s. The corresponding decrease in $T_\sigma$ is only 0.5°C and can, therefore, be ignored in these calculations. For most natural specimens of zircon, $T_\sigma$ is essentially constant at ~250°C.

Previously, Meldrum et al. (1998a) derived the following general expression relating the present-day concentration of equivalent uranium for metamictization, $N_c$, to the age, $t$, of a given mineral grain as a function of temperature $T$:

$$N_c(\text{ppm}) = \frac{X}{\left[1 - e^{-C(1 - T/T_\sigma)}\right] \cdot (e^{\lambda t} - 1) \cdot n \cdot x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $C$ is an experimentally determined constant (Weber et al. 1994, Meldrum et al. 1998a), $X = [6 \times 10^6 \cdot D_0]$, $n$ is the average number of atomic displacements per $\alpha$-decay, and $x$ is the number of $\alpha$-decays in the decay chain. Equation 3 is based on a previous semi-empirical model used to obtain the temperature dependence of the amorphization dose (Weber et al. 1994), and not on Equation 1. Equation 1 could, in principle, be used to derive the critical concentration of uranium for zircon (and the other orthosilicates) by solving for $D_\alpha$ at the temperature of interest, obtaining the dose-rate dependence of $T_\sigma$ (Eq. 2), and calculating the uranium concentration necessary to produce $D_\alpha$ in time $t$ (corresponding to the age of the sample) for this new value of $T_\sigma$. However, the physical reality of the model used to calculate $D_\alpha$ is irrelevant for the calculation of $N_c$; all that is required is that the model accurately fits the data. Since a previous semi-empirical model does give the best fit, Equation 3 remains valid.

Equation 2 has some important implications for the calculation of $N_c$. We previously suggested that Stage-I data had to be used for temperatures below 200°C for zircon (Meldrum et al. 1998a). Equation 2 can, however, be used to calculate an effective value of $T_\sigma$ for the Stage-I process also. In other words, in the low-dose-rate regime of the natural specimens, Stage-I annealing may occur at lower temperatures than in the ion-beam experiments, which is identical to the above analysis for the Stage-II process. By inserting the activation energy for Stage-I annealing in zircon (1 eV) into Equation 2 and using $P = 5 \times 10^{-18}$ dpa/s, the low-temperature annealing should be complete at temperatures above ~110°C (Table 3). Since such low temperatures do not occur in the geological environment, the Stage-I annealing is completed in the natural specimens, and one need only model the Stage-II process. Thus, Stage-II data for Equation 3 with $T_\sigma = 260°C$ should ideally be used without low-temperature modifications. Equation 3 then can be solved for the specific case of zircon:

$$N_c(\text{ppm}) = \frac{470}{\left[1 - e^{-1.45(1 - 523/T)}\right] \cdot (e^{1.55 \cdot 10^{-10} \cdot t} - 1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

According to Equation 4, for present-day concentrations of equivalent uranium above $N_c$ in zircon of age $t$ (expressed in years) at temperature $T$, the grain should be metamict. Thus if a temperature of 100°C is assumed for the Sri Lanka specimens of zircon, which have an age of 570 Ma, then $N_c$ is 5100 ppm eU. Grains with a higher concentration of equivalent uranium should be metamict. This value of $N_c$ is higher than that calculated previously (Meldrum et al. 1998a). Since the X-ray-diffraction results of Murakami et al. (1991) indicate a critical concentration of uranium of ~3300 ppm eU, the values calculated from Equation 4 are high. The high values are caused by the selection of $D_0 = 0.5$ dpa for the Stage-II process, leading to a high value for $X$ in Equation 3. The value of 0.5 dpa is higher than the $D_\alpha$ for Pu-doped zircon (Weber 1990) and for the Sri Lankan zircon (Murakami et al. 1991, Weber et al. 1994), which strongly suggests that $D_0$ for Stage II is indeed too high. If the experimentally determined value of $D_0$ for Stage-I is used instead, then Equation 4 can be rewritten:

$$N_c(\text{ppm}) = \frac{170}{\left[1 - e^{0.66(1 - 523/T)}\right] \cdot (e^{1.55 \cdot 10^{-10} \cdot t} - 1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

This is similar to Equation 12 in Meldrum et al. (1998a) and gives similarly good results when compared to the experimental data for the specimens of Sri Lanka zircon studied by Murakami et al. (1991). At this point, it is not understood why $D_0$ for Stage I gives better results. Possible explanations include: i) an overestimate of $D_0$ for the Stage-II process due to a lack of sufficient data-points in Figure 4 and the relatively large experimental error, or ii) the large surfaces in the thin TEM samples may act as a sink for defects during irradiation, resulting in a higher amorphization dose. In the worst case, the assignment of two separate annealing stages is in error, despite the better model fit to the data. In any case, Equation 5 is recommended for calculations of $N_c$ in zircon.

Thus far, the crystalline-to-metamict transformation has been modeled as a sharp transition; in other words, we have not plotted a transition zone, but have simply assumed that a grain of zircon containing an equivalent uranium concentration above $N_c$ will be “metamict”, and below $N_c$ it will be “crystalline”. This is clearly a simplification of the actual situation. For example, Lumpkin & Ewing (1988) were able to clearly determine the range of $\alpha$-decay doses in pyrochlore required to produce “barely detectable” damage to “complete” amorphization. The calculation of $N_c$ gives the upper boundary for metamictization, subject to the constraints of the electron-diffraction technique. A lower boundary can also be estimated from the present data. According to Miller & Ewing (1992), the minimum amount of amorphous material required to be detectable by electron dif-
fraction is approximately 35%. If we assume a direct-impact model for the amorphization of zircon, as opposed to a multiple overlap of collision cascades, then the following equation relates the amorphous fraction, \( f_a \), to the amorphization dose (Weber et al. 1990):

\[
f_a = 1 - \exp(-BD_e)
\]

where \( B \) is a constant. According to Equation 6, if \( f_a \) is decreased from 95% to 35%, then \( D_e \) decreases by a factor of 0.85. A value of 0.15\( D_e \) can, therefore, be used to estimate the minimum detectable fraction of radiation damage required to be detectable in the TEM. Since \( N_e \) is linearly related to \( D_e \) (Eq. 3), the minimum detectable amorphous fraction occurs at a value of 0.15\( N_e \).

Figure 7 shows a plot of \( N_e \) as a function of age for zircon at a temperature of 100°C. A transition zone also is plotted; it brackets a range of amorphous fractions from \( f_a = 0.35 \) to 0.95. The values of \( N_e \) obtained from both Equation 4 (thin lines) and 5 (thick lines) are shown. Selected grains of crystalline and metamict zircon from the literature are plotted for comparison to the model. The age of the metamict grains was obtained by dating cogenetic crystalline samples. In some cases, the thorium concentration was not given, and the eU values are probably slightly low. The crystalline–metamict boundaries are shifted somewhat compared to our earlier model (Meldrum et al. 1998a) owing to these new calculations for \( T_c \). The calculated values of \( N_e \) at 25°C delineate the boundary between crystalline and
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**Fig. 7.** The transition zone from the crystalline state to the metamict state as a function of age and concentration of equivalent uranium (eU) for zircon at 100°C. The transition zone delineates the boundary between crystalline and metamict zircon. The thick lines are for \( D_e = 0.17 \) (Stage I), and the thinner lines are for \( D_e = 0.50 \) (Stage II). Data for selected specimens of crystalline and metamict zircon are also plotted for comparison. Data and localities as follows: a: Ampangabe, Malagasy Republic (Farges & Calas 1991), b: Bonner Formation, Montana (Parrish 1990), cb: range of values for the Cartier Batholith, Ontario (Meldrum et al. 1997b), f: Mt. Narryer, Australia (Froude et al. 1983; highest and lowest values only), hl: Himalaya leucogranite (Zeitler & Chamberlain 1991), jh: Jack Hills, Australia (Heaman & Parrish 1991), k: Kartashovo region, central Karelia (Makaye et al. 1981), kq: Kinkle’s Quarry, N.Y. (Farges & Calas 1991), m: Mojave, California (Silver 1991), mi: Miask, Russia (Farges & Calas 1991), mk: Mae Klang granite, Thailand (Dunning et al. 1995), n: Naegy, Japan (Farges & Calas 1991), nw: Norway (Deliens et al. 1977), p: Passmore, British Columbia (Parrish 1990), sl and s2: Sri Lanka (Woodhead et al. 1991), sg: Saxonian granulite, Germany (Nasdala et al. 1996), z: “highly metamict” zircon from lower Democratic Republic of Congo (Deliens et al. 1977). The unlabeled points represent samples of metamict zircon from various localities, described by Kulp et al. (1952), and recalculated to equivalent U-concentration from the given activity values.
metamict zircon from the literature, suggesting that the above analysis is essentially correct. With the exception of the 4.2 Ga zircon from Mt. Narryer, Australia (Froude et al. 1981), none of the selected data from the literature plot in the wrong field. Both crystalline and metamict grains of zircon plot in the transition zone. The Mt. Narryer data imply that at least some of the 4.2 Ga zircon grains experienced significantly higher temperatures.

Using a similar derivation as that given in Meldrum et al. (1998a) for zircon, the \( N_e \) values for pure thorite and huttonite also can be calculated:

\[
N_e (\text{ppm}) = \frac{232}{[1 - e^{4.2(1-532/T)}]} \left[ e^{6.95(10^{-1.7} - 1)} \right] (7)
\]

\[
N_e (\text{ppm}) = \frac{302}{[1 - e^{3.4(1-494/T)}]} \left[ e^{6.95(10^{-1.1} - 1)} \right] (8)
\]

where, in this case, the \( N_e \) values are obtained in units of equivalent thorium. The constants in the numerator and in the left-hand exponent term in the denominator (Table 3) were obtained exactly as described in Meldrum et al. (1998a) for zircon. For zircon and huttonite, the potential problems arising from the interpretation of two stages of annealing are minimal because the difference in \( D_0 \) between Stage I and Stage II is small.

The time required for thorite and huttonite to become metamict owing to self-radiation damage is plotted as a function of ambient temperature in Figure 8. For a temperature of 100°C, pure thorite actually becomes metamict owing to self-radiation damage after 5 Ma. If thorite grains older than 5 Ma are found to be crystalline, then they probably experienced higher temperatures; these temperatures can, in fact, be estimated from Equation 7. On the basis of the results in Figure 8, we predict that huttonite would require a longer time to become metamict than thorite under identical ambient conditions. At 100°C, pure huttonite should become metamict owing to self-radiation damage after 7 Ma (Fig. 8). The difference between thorite and huttonite is enhanced at higher temperatures. For example, at 220°C (close to \( T_e \) for huttonite), pure thorite requires 15 Ma to become metamict, whereas chemically pure huttonite requires ~1000 Ma for the crystalline-to-metamict transformation to occur.

The impurities in the thorite may also play a role in the kinetics of amorphization. Lumpkin & Chakoumakos (1988) found that the presence of a phosphorus-bearing impurity in thorite could enhance the kinetics of recrystallization, whereas Meldrum et al. (1997a) found that monazite containing Th, Ca, Fe, and Si impurities could be amorphized at higher temperatures than pure NdPO₄. The consistently lower dose obtained in the ion-beam experiments for the Kipawa thorite, as compared with synthetic ThSiO₄ (Fig. 4), could be

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig8}
\caption{Age and temperature dependence of the crystalline-to-metamict transformation in thorite and huttonite. For each curve, specimens in the upper field should be metamict, and those in the lower field, crystalline.}
\end{figure}
of zircon, hafnon, thorite, huttonite, and crystalline thorite from Kipawa. The amorphization dose was obtained as a function of temperature for the ion-irradiated samples. All of the specimens become amorphous at less than 1 dpa at temperatures below 600°C. At higher temperatures, the amorphization dose increases in the order: Kipawa thorite, synthetic thorite, hafnon, zircon, huttonite. Two stages of amorphization–annealing were identified, with activation energies of ~1.0 eV (Stage I) and 3.1 to 3.7 eV (Stage II).

Whereas natural zircon and thorite undergo radiation-induced amorphization that is generally similar to that produced by ion bombardment, the amorphization dose is significantly higher owing to long-term annealing effects. A previous model was further developed and applied to calculate the crystalline-to-metamict transformation in natural zircon, thorite, and huttonite. A comparison with literature data for known specimens of zircon demonstrates that the modeled results are reasonably accurate. Thorite is predicted to become metamict owing to self-radiation damage after relatively short times, whereas huttonite recovers more rapidly from the effects of irradiation and takes correspondingly longer to become metamict.
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